
Name:  ____________________________

Football Facts and Opinions

A fact is something that can be proven true.

An opinion is how someone else feels about something.

Read each statement. Check the correct box to tell if it is a fact or an opinion.

1. The football game was lots of fun yesterday.   fact        opinion

2. Our tickets cost fifty-two dollars.   fact        opinion

3. It was money well-spent.   fact        opinion

4. The quarterback played his best game of the season.   fact        opinion

5. The running back scored three touchdowns.   fact        opinion

6. The kicker scored a field goal before halftime.   fact        opinion

7. The referee blew his whistle and called a penalty.   fact        opinion

8. The referee has been making terrible calls.   fact        opinion

9. We had a terrific view of the game from our seats.   fact        opinion

10. The final quarter was the most exciting of all.   fact        opinion

11. The score was tied until the final minute of the game.   fact        opinion

12. The wide receiver made the final touchdown.   fact        opinion

13. There was cheering in the stands.   fact        opinion

14. Our opponent is the worst team in the league.   fact        opinion

15. Our team will be difficult to beat.   fact        opinion
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